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“Very nice! You asked for it! Give it to him, fellas. Tear this kid into shreds and toss him 

onto the street for the dogs to feed on!” Leopard 

laughed despite his anger and waved his hand to give his attack order. 

His underlings were already raring to go, and they raised their weapons one after another 

while charging fiercely toward Leon. “Come at me!” Leon yelled. To protect Iris’s 

safety, he did not leave half a step away from Iris’s side and was even careful not to dodg

e the enemy’s attack on a whim in case it landed on Iris once he escaped it. 

‘I’m giving it my all!‘ Leon gritted his teeth, concentrated some spiritual energy on his ba

ck, and resisted the attack of the three iron rods before letting out a muffled groan. He the

n jumped into the air and kicked the three enemies away in a flurry of kicks. 

Two opponents with 

machetes seized the opportunity to try and hack Leon’s head. Leon remained calm in the 

face of impending danger and reached out 

to grab one opponent’s wrist. He then snatched the machete from the opponent’s 

hand and cut the other opponent’s arm with a backhand slash. 

Blood splattered everywhere, and the opponent let out an agonized scream before being k

icked to the ground. Leopard’s men were shocked to see that scene. 

All the men present there were Leopard’s elite underlings, and each one was 

a skilled fighter who could face 

ten ordinary men on their own. However, it never occurred to them that Leon would 

overpower their comrades in one fell swoop. It was such a solid display of pure bravery! 

Unfortunately, violence ran in their veins, and whatever bravery Leon showed 

aroused their viciousness instead of making them afraid. They all went forward one after 

another as they raised the weapons in their hands and desperately tried to attack Leon. 

Leon became much more powerful with a machete in hand, and he acted 

with the sole thought of preventing 

anyone from hurting Iris! With that principle firmly entrenched in his mind, he gave up tr

ying to defend and allowed the opponents‘ attacks to fall on him. 



To protect his body, he channeled his spiritual energy to the critical areas and did his 

best to avoid two things: getting hit on his vital parts and getting cut by the sharp machete

s. 

At the same time, his hands did not remain idle. Directing one slash each on every single 

opponent, it took him the span of only a few breaths, to hack half of 

the thugs in the blink of an eye. 

Blood splattered everywhere and his clothes were stained red. 

It was difficult to describe the shocking sight that lay before him! 

“This is bad! His fighting skills are amazing!” Leopard’s eyes turned red 

after seeing the whole situation. He never dreamed that such a slender–looking guy like 

Leon would have strength far surpassing a person’s imagination!He finally understood w

hy Leon harped on about giving them one last chance 

earlier. Leon did have the requisite skill and was not simply trying to 

bluff! It was Leopard who underestimated Leon!“I’ll kill you for hurting all my bros!” Le

opard got so anxious that he immediately pulled out a machete. Like a madman, he slashe

d wildly at Leon with unparalleled fierceness.“Be careful, Leon!” Iris screamed when the 

gleaming machete was inches away from Leon. Her face turned pale with fright and she 

was at a complete loss.Leopard was a very powerful fighter, and he had immense speed. 

As a result, he was many times more powerful than his subordinates.Leon was fighting, a

nd it was too late for him to turn around and fight back. At that critical moment, he shifte

d his body abruptly to the side by a few centimeters, allowing him to avert a certain 

danger and avoid being struck on his vital parts.  
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slashed Leon’s back with the machete, and blood spattered in all directions, with 

some landing on Iris’s face. Iris was shell–

shocked, and her mind became completely blank as her ears began to buzz! 

She could 

feel Leon’s warm blood, which contrasted greatly with her cold heart. It was as if 

doomsday was upon her and the world crumbled. Her 

face was drained of all color and she was so wobbly that she almost fell to the gr

ound. 



“Ouch…” Leon winced in pain, but fortunately, he already channeled his spiritual 

energy to his back as a defensive measure. Thankfully, the 

cut did not penetrate too deeply into his flesh, otherwise, he would have been hal

f–dead, if not dead! “Now die!” Leon 

gritted his teeth, endured the pain in his back, and turned around to throw a punc

h at Leopard’s chest. The force in that punch was so strong that it could crack a s

tone half! 

Startled by the sudden attack, Leopard’s free hand formed a fist and greeted Leo

n’s attack with a similar punch. A violent collision ensued and Leon was 

forced backward a couple of steps. 

On the other hand, Leopard was forced to retreat about five or six steps, there w

as a gush of warmth from his 

esophagus that ended with a metallic sweetness on the back of his tongue–

he nearly spewed out a mouthful of blood. 

“Your… Your skills are much stronger than mine! Could it be that your refinement

 level has reached peak Acquired State? How’s that even possible!” Leopard look

ed at Leon in horror. 

Practitioners shared many similarities despite being from different schools, but th

e overall effect was the same. In modern society, many of the arts have long bee

n lost, and although there were several still martial artists who practice martial art

s, they were relatively rarely seen. Leopard was one of them! 

A martial artist’s development was divided into ranks that were further divided int

o stages, and Leopard’s refinement reached the advanced 

Acquired State. The Acquired State was divided into four levels, namely initial Ac

quired State, intermediate Acquired State, advanced Acquired State, and peak A

cquired State. There were also Innate State and higher states above the Acquire

d State, and any Chapter 132 martial artist whose energy 

refinement reached Innate State could be regarded as a 

force to be reckoned with! Leopard’s state of energy 

refinement was only advanced Acquired State, which 

would not pose that big of a problem because it was 

not that high, but strong people like him were a rarity if one were to view his abilit

y against the majority of the population. Even three 



to five special force soldiers might be no match for him! 

However, Leon’s strength was stronger than his, and this 

kind of refinement may have surpassed him and reached peak Acquired State! 

Leon was no martial artist, so Leopard’s rambling was practically gibberish to 

him and he had no idea what peak Acquired State was. 

“Come at me again!” Leon snorted coldly. He raised the machete in his hand, did 

a little flourish, and slashed right at Leopard.Leopard was startled by the sudden 

movement and rolled over on the spot to evadeLeon’s fatal attack.“There’s no flu

ctuation of true energy in your body! So you’re not a martial artist?!” Leopard got 

up from the ground in embarrassment and had a look of surprise on hisface.A ma

rtial artist refined what was known as true energy to produce inner strength. Any 

attacking movement would cause some fluctuations of true energy, but he did not

 detect even 

the slightest surge from Leon’s body! That alone proved that Leon was not a true 

martial artist!Perhaps Leon was simply gifted with extraordinary talent, and his 

strength was only domineering because he had relatively strong explosive streng

th!“How dare you 

show savagery in front of me even though you’re not a martial artist! You’re way i

n over your head! I’ll show you the true power of a martial artist today!” Leopard s

miled grimly, for his confidence increased after finding out that Leon was no marti

al artist.  
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The true energy and inner strength refinement of martial artists gave rise to 

an extremely complex and changeable series of attacks. Leon’s strength was onl

y slightly stronger than Leopard’s, and if Leon relied solely on pure explosive stre

ngth, he would almost certainly be no match for the latter! 

With that in mind, Leopard’s fear all but disappeared. He raised 

the machete in his hand and began to slash at Leon. 

Leon was eager to end things quickly, so he slashed Leopard’s attack without do

dging it. 

A violent clang was heard and sparks began to fly as the two machetes collided. 



“Time to bring you to your knees!” Leopard grinned menacingly and began to pu

mp 

the true energy in his body. He rushed toward Leon through the machete in his h

and and attempted to use his true energy to give Leon a second attack. 

Leon’s moves were getting predictable, and Leon would not be able to withstand 

the second 

attack because he was no martial artist. It was almost a surefire loss for Leon! 

“You’re the one who should be brought to their knees!” Leon sneered and used 

his spiritual energy to quickly attack Leopard’s true energy. 

With a whoosh, Leon’s spiritual energy immediately ripped apart Leopard’s true e

nergy and struck Leopard hard in the chest. Leopard spurted a mouthful of blood,

 and his body flew through the air like a bullet before falling heavily onto the grou

nd. 

“This… This can’t be…” Leopard lay on the ground with a horrified expression. H

e never dreamed that Leon would have the ability to resist his second attack, as i

t was infused with true energy! 

Even more frightening for Leopard was that he still had no clue what sort of meth

od Leon used! He was oblivious to the fact that Leon refined spiritual energy! 

The nature of spiritual energy was one level higher than true energy, and Leon’s 

refinement was slightly higher than Leopard’s. He only chose to 

confront Leon head- on due to a misjudgment, and such an act was undoubtedly 

asking for trouble! If it were not 

the case, his refinement level was high enough for him to hold out for a bit longer

 and slash at Leon. 

“Take this!” Leon went for the kill and aimed the machete at the collapsed Leopar

d, who was so terrified because Leon’s earlier move 

inflicted a serious injury on him. The end was already near 

for him, and he did not even have the strength to dodge, let alone fight back. 

“How dare you!” Seeing that their boss 

Leopard was in danger, the remaining ten or so underlings saw red. They swung 

their weapons and attacked Leon in desperation. Leon did not dare to 

withstand that many attacks, so he had to abandon his intention to deliver the fin

al blow to Leopard. Instead, he turned around and forced his opponents back bef



ore engaging them in combat. For Leon, the strongest person who 

posed the greatest threat was none other than Leopard. The rest were nothing m

ore than pesky little flies. Since 

Leopard already fell into defeat, those little minions of his were child’s play for Le

on! Like a tiger chancing upon 

a flock of sheep, Leon slashed each one of them and was unstoppable! In the sp

an of a few breaths, the remaining ten or so subordinates were all thrown onto 

the ground.“Anybody else?!” Leon protected iris from whoever came 

at her, and his clothes were already stained red with blood. He exuded a certain 

awe–

inspiring presence when drenched in blood, as it felt as though he was a god of 

war descending from the earth to terrorize the human populace!Leopard and his 

men lay spread -

eagled on the ground before Leon. They lost their combat effectiveness, and no 

one could get back 

up again!The scene was nothing short of shocking and dramatic! Everyone wasd

umbfounded, from Iris, Jess, and Jess’s boyfriend, to the four thugs from earlier a

nd all the onlookers!They never once thought that Leon could overwhelm someo

ne as strong as Leopard, as well as all his underlings gathered from the vicinity o

f Mistcloud Mountain! It was even more impressive when one realized 

that Leon did so all by himself!  
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Could someone like Leon still be considered human? 

Leopard once overcame 17 or 18 opponents on his own, thus making a name for

 himself through that one battle and cementing himself as an all–

powerful existence! However, Leon beat 30 or 40 people by himself, and the very

 same Leopard was among his main opponents! 

One could imagine how terrifying Leon’s strength was! 

At that moment, everyone was dumbstruck by Leon’s bravery and invincible 

power! “Jess, is this… happening? I–1—I’m not d–d–d–

dreaming, am I…” Jess’s boyfriend stammered and his entire body trembled with 



fright. He finally realized how stupid he was when he recalled his foolish plan to t

each Leon a lesson! Fortunately for him, he was one step slower than Leopard’s 

men, otherwise he would have been the first to lie unconscious on the ground! 

“Babe, he’s… He’s too violent! 

We should stay away and avoid being seen by him…” Jess’s face turned pale wit

h fright, and she quickly pulled her boyfriend to one side and hid. After all, she 

was afraid that Leon might want to settle scores with them because of what happ

ened earlier that day. Furthermore, Jess 

streamed the entire incident live on her cell phone earlier, which included Leon’s i

ncredible show of 

bravery and invincibility. Her fans who were earlier clamoring to teach Leon a les

son, suddenly fell into an awkward silence in the comment area, with zero comm

ents popping up! Over on the other end, the four men from earlier did 

not look too good either. They all turned pale with fright and fell bottom–

first to the ground. They initially thought that their boss Leopard would stand up f

or them and end Leon’s life, but they never would have expected that even their 

boss 

whom they always thought was invincible. could be knocked out eventually! Besi

des, the four of them were the original offenders, which almost certainly consign t

hem to a sorry fate in Leon’s hands! 

It was easy to imagine how scared they were! 

“Leon, you’re… You’re so amazing! How did you do it!” Iris 

took a deep breath and finally recovered from the shock. There was only one exp

ression on her pretty face, and that was disbelief! 

Leon was not really in the mood to answer her and asked with concern instead, “

Are you alright, Iris?” 

“I’m fine…” Iris nodded, and a bright twinkle appeared instinctively in her eyes as 

she looked at Leon. 1 Due to Leon’s miserable three–

year life with the Mansons and subsequent cuckolding by Brody, Iris always felt 

that Leon was incompetent, so much so that she even 

felt a bit of sympathy and pity for Leon’s tragic experience. Yet after everything th

at happened, she realized that she was very wrong about him! Leon not only relie

d on himself to secure 



the cooperation rights with the Wick Group, but he also showed great strength an

d unmatched bravery to protect her! 

He turned out to be more than a hundred times better than she imagined, and sh

e could 

not have been more shocked by that!“That’s good to know,” Leon breathed a sig

h of relief and could finally be at ease.Although he guarded Iris earlier, he was un

able to protect her wholeheartedly because there were too many enemies.Fortun

ately, Leopard still had some level of integrity in terms and did 

not command his subordinates to attack the weak Iris. If Iris was targeted, Leon f

elt that he would not have been able to win that easily.Of course, it was precisely 

because Leopard was slightly more ethical that Leon did not kill him 

outright. If Leopard and his subordinates acted in bad faith, they would have alre

ady died by then!At this moment, two black Audis drove over from a distance and

 parked near Iris and Leon. The door then opened and six men in suits hurried ou

t of the cars.  
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Leon thought that the enemy brought in reinforcements. His heart tensed up and 

he had his guard up, but he soon realized that the other side seemed 

rather familiar. He took a closer look and immediately recognized that they were 

none other than Iris’s six bodyguards. “Miss! We’re sorry for being late, Miss. 

Please do excuse our actions…” The six bodyguards knelt on one knee in front 

of Iris and had thoroughly displeased looks on their faces. The scenic spot was a 

public place with many people, making it an unlikely place for any gangsters to 

commit misdeeds. Moreover, Iris generally did not allow them to get too close to 

him, so they ended up being a little careless, and stood guard only as close as in 

the periphery. It was not until Leon fought with Leopard and the gang that the 

ruckus alerted them. Fortunately, Leon protected Iris relatively well in their 

absence. If the situation turned awry, they would probably be the ones to blame! 

“Get up! It’s not your fault. I was the one who didn’t allow you to get too close,” 

Iris said curtly and did not lash out at her bodyguards. The bodyguards were all 

relieved, and they immediately got back up again. “Miss? Who are y-y-y-you 



people?” Leopard was taken aback, and he finally realized that Iris’s identity 

might be more than meets the eye. A very ominous premonition began to arise in 

his heart. “You fool! This young lady here is Iris Young, the Youngs’ treasured 

young miss! How dare you scumbags disrespect her! You must be itching to get 

yourself killed!” The head bodyguard, Shane, tore into the man and glared at him 

with flaming eyes. How he wished he could just rip Leopard and the others to 

pieces right there and then! The rest of the bodyguards also brimmed with anger, 

and each of them exuded a stern aura. If not for the fact that Iris did not give 

them any orders yet, they would probably have started beating up Leopard and 

others already! “What?! The Youngs’ treasured young miss? The Iris who is the 

first of Springfield City’s four beautiful women!” Leopard felt as if he was struck 

by a bolt from the blue. The rest of his underlings, including the four men from 

earlier, also had a shocked look on their faces. The onlookers were just as 

startled by the revelation and soon began to gossip Chapte among themselves. 

The Youngs were the first of four big families in Springfield City, and their 

influence was so great that no one could afford to offend them! Leopard might be 

the boss of the area near Mistcloud Mountain, but his status was comparable to 

ordinary rich and celebrities at best. He was a nobody in the face of a behemoth 

like the Youngs, and the men under his command more so. On that fateful day, 

their impertinence led them to enter into a conflict with the renowned Iris Young, 

and the worse would be to come for the four men from earlier who slandered Iris 

and repeatedly tried to hit on her. There could only be one conclusion for 

them!“These people have offended you, Miss. May I ask how you would like for 

us to deal with them?” Shane asked respectfully for instructions.“Do with them as 

you see fit!” Iris said coldly, with a fit of boundless anger resonating in her voice. 

She might be a kind-hearted woman who did not like to bully others, but the 

people in front of her really crossed the line!Leon took so many blows for the 

sake of protecting her, even to the extent of receiving a severe slash on the back 

from Leopard.She was utterly angered by that move!Shane could feel Iris’s 

anger, and his eyes turned cold as he ordered several. bodyguards in a stern 

voice, “Break every single one of their limbs!”“Understood!” The bodyguards 

heeded his order and immediately began to exude a cold aura. They then walked 

toward Leopard and others with menacing expressions on their faces.  
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Leopard had a panic–stricken look on his face, and he trembled with fear. 

The aura that those bodyguards exuded were very powerful, and there were faint

 waves of true energy that belied the fact that they were all martial artists! 

Their refinement fundamentals were very good too, and Shane’s was the highest 

and most enigmatic of them all! Leopard would easily 

be crushed in the face of those skilled fighters. The desperation in his heart was i

ndescribable, and he did not dare to muster the courage to resist! 

“I didn’t know your true identity, Miss Young. I didn’t mean to offend you. Please 

show us some mercy and spare us 

just this once…” Leopard’s face was ashen, and he 

quickly knelt in front of Iris to beg for mercy. He was a martial artist for so many 

years and made 

many enemies along the way. If his limbs were broken, death was almost a certai

nty for him in the future, and even his wife and children will suffer 

together with him! The consequence was too big a burden for him to bear. 

“Forgive you? How do you expect me to do that?” Iris looked coldly at Leopard. H

er anger stemmed not from the conflict his men had with her, but because he nea

rly killed Leon with his machete earlier! 

Leopard immediately became paralyzed. His face was pale and the despair grew

 even more in his heart. 

Death did not scare him, but he had a wife, children, and many followers. Things 

would not end well for them if something were to happen to him! “I realize 

my mistake now, Miss Young. I’m begging you, please have mercy on me and all

ow me a chance to turn over a new leaf. I promise I’ll change for the better in the 

future…” Leopard completely ignored his status as someone who struck fear in ot

hers and kept kowtowing until his forehead bled just to beg for mercy. 

“We’re begging you, Miss Young. Please find it in your heart to give us another c

hance…” Leopard’s underlings, too, hurriedly knelt on the ground and kowtowed 

repeatedly while begging for 

mercy. They all knelt one after another, and the scene became a dramatic sight o

f misery that tugged at a person’s heartstrings! 



Being the woman that she was, Iris’s heart softened and she could not bear to se

e their reaction. However, the thought of Leon’s injuries hardened her heart and l

ed her to turn her head to one side, ignoring Leopard and the others. 

The hearts of Leopard and his men sank to rock bottom and 

they were all at their height of despair! “Wait!” Leon suddenly stepped forward. 

“They’re being 

sincere, so just accept their apology and forgive them just this once!” Leon interc

eded for Leopard and the gang. “What?! Are you crazy, Leon? How 

could you plead for them when they nearly killed you?” Iris was stunned 

and stared at Leon in disbelief. She genuinely began to suspect that Leon 

lost his mind. The same went 

for Leopard and the others, who looked at Leon in shock.They would never have 

dreamed that the person they wanted to kill took the initiative to intercede for the

m 

instead of hating them.Leon’s actions were simply baffling!“Oh! I get it now, Iris! 

You’re angry at them because they hurt me!” Leon had a sudden. realization and 

guessed Iris’s thoughts in no time. An indescribable feeling of tenderness soon w

elled up in his heart.“Who… Who said it was because of you? Don’t be ridiculous

!” Iris’s cheeks turned red, and it was a clear sign that Leon hit the nail in the hea

d no matter which way one interpreted her reaction!Leon’s 

smile grew bigger, but not to the extent that he looked like an idiot. He changed t

he 

subject immediately and said, “Leopard’s target was me, and he didn’t instruct hi

s subordinates to do anything to you. At the very least, it shows that he abides 

by the rules of the underground society. A person who hangs to his principles an

d draws the line at certain things isn’t entirely beyond redemption, and I believe 

we can still give them a chance.”  
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“On the other hand, those four people we met on the mountain are truly the scum

 of society, and they can’t be forgiven that easily!” 

Leon has always drawn a clear line when it came to grudges. Leopard might hav



e cut him, but at least Leopard had slightly more morals and principles. They mer

ely had a different outlook when it comes to the way they carried themselves, an

d such differences were not sufficient enough a reason for him to kill Leopard. 

On the contrary, the four men he beat up on the mountain earlier had no principle

s and 

moral bottom line. Such people could potentially become the scourge of society, 

which necessitated a severe punishment! 

“Okay. I’ll go with your decision…” Iris nodded after being persuaded by Leon. 

“Thank you very much, Mister Wolf. I promise to remember your kindness today. 

If there’s anything you ever need, I, Felix Leopard Moneta, will give you my word 

that I’ll do everything in my power to help you, even if it means having to cross a 

sea of fire!” Leopard was moved to tears and respectfully kowtowed Leon. 

Despite having slashed Leon earlier, the latter looked past the previous enmity a

nd instead took the initiative to plead for him. Leon’s magnanimous attitude left a 

deep impression on him, and he could not help but gasp in awe of Leon! 

Then, at Iris’s suggestion, Shane and the others stepped forward and grabbed th

e four men like they were ragdolls. 

“No…” The four men had petrified expressions and repeatedly begged them for 

mercy. “Miss Young, we know our mistakes. I’m begging you! Please let us free a

nd give us another chance…” 

“Bring them away! These four men were the ones who started it, so have them s

ent to the police station and let the authorities deal with them! Notify 

grandpa for me too. I want him to put a bit of pressure 

on the police so those scumbags 

won’t be let off so easily!” Iris snorted coldly and was unmoved by their pleas. 

She spared the four men earlier after giving in to her emotions, but what she rece

ived in return was their absolute lack 

of gratitude. Making the same mistake again was out of the question! 

Of course, the Youngs did not have any legal authority, nor did they have the righ

t to deal with the four men on a personal basis, so the only recourse was to hand 

them over to the police. Charte 

However, the extremely heinous character of those four men was a sign that they

 must have done a lot of atrocious acts before. By 



the time the Youngs utilized their authority to intervene, the four men would almo

st certainly be consigned to life in prison! 

“Understood!” Shane led his team to drag away those men and force them into th

e car before driving off. The scene became calm once more. 

“How’s your injury, Leon? Why don’t I take you to the hospital to get it checked?” 

Iris asked concernedly. 

“It’s fine. These are just some skin injuries. Besides, I’ll just put my medical knowl

edge to the use and 

apply some ointment to it when we get home. There’s no need to go to the hospit

al,” Leon assured, smiling. 

Iris hesitated for a moment but eventually nodded and said, “Okay.” 

The two of them went to the parking area, and Iris hopped onto the motorcycle 

before Leon rode it away. 

Back at Dragonbay Villas, Leon prepared some simple healing ointment back in t

heroom.“I need your help to apply the ointment, Iris. I can’t reach the injury becau

se it’s on my back.” Leon handed the ointment 

to Iris and took off his shirt to reveal his strongback and arms.Iris’s face became 

a little warm when she saw Leon’s topless back. She could not help but be remin

ded of how Leon treated her foot injury in the afternoon, as well as their intimate 

moments when he carried her down the mountain on his back.At that moment, h

er heart pounded and she felt a little shy.“You alright, Iris?” Leon could not help b

ut turn around and ask curiously when he saw that Iris did not respond.“I… I’m…”

 Red flushes appeared on both of Iris’s cheeks and she calmed herself down as 

quickly as possible before carefully applying the ointment on 

Leon’s back. The wound was about four 

or five centimeters long, and it was a particularly gruesome sight due to its resem

blance to a huge crawling centipede.  
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wound was already scabbed all over and seemed to have improved 

greatly even though it was not long since Leon suffered the injury. 

“The wounds on your back have closed up, Leon! Your recovery is amazingly qui



ck!” Iris was surprised. 

She clearly remembered that Leon was stabbed in the chest when he saved her 

during their first encounter. At that time, his scar healed and fell off in just one da

y, leaving almost no trace whatsoever. Seeing it 

happen a second time was simply too unbelievable for Iris! 

“Maybe it’s because I’m a bit more physically fit 

than normal people, hence the faster recovery speed…” Leon’s immediately reali

zed that it was most probably related to his practice of refining spiritual energy. 

“Makes sense.” Iris nodded and did not think much of it. She then stretched out 

her fair–

skinned hand and gently massaged the ointment on Leon’s back. Her hands rubb

ed up and down, all over, and it did not take too long for 

her to finish applying the ointment for him. 

In doing so, Leon’s injury would recover more quickly. 

The next morning, the wound on Leon’s back recovered after a night of recuperat

ion. 

Iris’s foot injury healed steadily too, and she could already begin to walk without 

anyone’s help. Everything would be fine so long as she did not 

do strenuous. exercise. Her initial plan was to have a two–

day weekend rest, but the foot injury rendered her unable to go out with Leon tha

t day. 

Furthermore, her concern about the cooperation between the Elegante Group an

d the Wick Group made it difficult for her to rest at home with peace of mind. She

 decided to just ask her bodyguard to drive her to the company, where she intend

ed to supervise the overall situation in person. 

Leon, on the other hand, was of little help with designing the cooperation framew

ork, so he had no choice but to stay home alone to rest. 

When noon came, Leon suddenly received a call from Lily. She wanted to invite 

Leon over to her home for lunch as a token of appreciation for Leon’s kindness in

 curing her mother Serena some time ago and even helping her family to fork out 

the 

expensive medical expenses. Lily and her family was always grateful to him for al

l that. 



Leon happened to have nothing important to do, so he thought over it briefly befo

re agreeing. Within minutes, he rode his motorcycle toward the destination accor

ding to the location Lily sent to him. 

He arrived at an old town near the city outskirts. The residential houses there wer

e relatively 

old, perhaps more than two or three decades, and the development there lagged 

slightly behind too. That was where Lily and her family lived. 

Coincidentally, the place was not that far away from Mistcloud Mountain. The sur

rounding environment and scenery within the housing area were exceptionally go

od, with the distinct absence of the city’s hustle and bustle. In place of it was a ca

lm, tranquil atmosphere. 

Leon rode his motorcycle to the entrance of the housing area and saw a beautiful

 figure standing anticipatively in the distance.It was none other than Lily!“Leon, h

ere!” Lily waved her hand excitedly in Leon’s direction.Leon smiled and stopped 

his motorcycle.“Lily, you’re…” Leon was astonished to see Lily’s outfit. He always

 knew Lily was a very beautiful woman, but she frequently wore a pair of large 

black–

rimmed eyeglasses that covered her beautiful face. Without those glasses, her d

elicate facial features–

enhanced by her light makeup, sparkling eyes, and pearly–white teeth–

lent her a refreshingly charming look.Lily was wearing a white, tight–

fitting short dress, as opposed to her usual business suit. Below the hem of her s

hort dress, her slender and well–

proportioned legs were covered in a pair of flesh–

colored stockings, the texture of which was as thin 

as a butterfly’s wings. It was the perfect finishing touch that outlined her graceful 

and exquisite figure.# Read The Ex-Husband’s Revenge By Dragonsky Chapter 
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The dress that Lily wore was quite fashionable, and although they were not high–

end luxury–brand clothes, they suited her charming temperament 

perfectly and bestowed on her a simple allure. 

It was the first time that Leon has truly seen Lily’s true beauty. She might not be 

as hot and tempting as Iris and Ariel when it came to her figure, but her looks wer



e almost on par 

with Ariel’s and she was up there with the latter in terms of beauty! 

“Leon, is… something wrong?” Lily blushed when she sensed Leon’s fiery gaze a

nd her heart began pounding nervously. She lowered her head instantly and did 

not dare to look into Leon’s eyes again. 

Ever since Leon came to her aid all those times, she unwittingly began to develo

p some feelings for the tall and handsome Leon. Since it was the first time that sh

e invited him to her home as a guest, she deliberately dressed herself up to leave

 a good impression on him. 

Leon’s reaction proved that her efforts were not in vain, and a slight sense of joy 

appeared in her heart. 

“Uhh, nothing. Nothing at all…” Leon snapped back to his senses and smiled- aw

kwardly before stopping himself from ogling at her. 

“My house is in the last row, Leon. I’ll take you there.” Lily smiled and pointed in t

he direction behind the community. 

The entire residential area was relatively huge, and when Leon glanced ahead, h

e saw that the last row was quite a distance from the gate. He patted the space b

ehind him on the motorcycle seat and said, “Hop on, Lily. I’ll bring us there on my

 motorcycle.” 

Lily nodded and did as Leon told her. When she recalled all the close contact that

 she had with Leon during the last time she rode on his motorcycle, she blushed 

and hesitated a little. Eventually, she reached out and gently grasped Leon’s wai

st to avoid the same situation from happening again. 

Leon did not seem to mind and drove to the last row of the housing 

area. Before Leon could bring the motorcycle to a stop, he ran into a familiar figur

e walking over. It was none other 

than Bowden, the attending doctor who treated Serena in the hospital. 

Bowden was filled with jealousy when he saw his mortal enemy and his expressi

on C 

sank at once. His eyes were red with envy when he saw Lily sitting behind Leon, 

holding Leon’s waist tightly with both hands, and nearly pressing her body onto 

Leon’s. 

“I didn’t expect us to meet again so quickly! What are you doing here?” Bowden’s



 eyes were flaming with rage, and he wished he could just shoot lasers from his p

upils to decimate Leon right then and there. 

Leon caused him to lose his job in the hospital and destroyed the relationship he 

had with Lily’s family, who ignored him ever since that incident. 

Anyone could imagine the sheer hatred he felt in his heart toward Leon! 

“What’s it to you, Doctor Suffield? I can go wherever I want!” Leon shot Bowden 

a cold look.Doctors were supposed to be the embodiment of all things humane, b

ut Leon had no sympathy for someone like Bowden who lacked even the very ba

sics of medicalethics.“Don’t be so smug! You made me lose everything! This is a 

score I have yet to settle with you, and I promise you won’t get away with what yo

u did. Just you wait!” Bowden’s expression 

was filled with resentment, and he became increasingly angrier when every passi

ng thought.When Lily heard that, she could not help but scold, “Leon is a family g

uest. Keep your attitude in check and be more respectful, Bowden!”Bowden’s fac

e soured even more and he was only barely able to muster a smile.” Hear me out

, Lily. Whatever happened the other day was a misunderstanding. He’s the one w

ho stirred trouble! You have to believe me, |—

”“Enough,” Lily retorted, “I don’t want to hear your excuses! Let’s go, Leon!” Lily 

waved her hand and interrupted Bowden unceremoniously. She then jumped off t

he motorcycle, took Leon’s arm, and led him to the corridor of her home.  
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